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#rwworkshop Anyone know any other good reading/writing chats? This was
super.
@kelleemoye @cbethm How often is the #rwworkshop chat?
@donalynbooks No, I don't know how... And I meant to learn how before
tonight, but... Oops. Can I archive now? #rwworkshop
RT @donalynbooks: #rwworkshop Always evolving and tweaking.
#rwworkshop

colbysharp
donalynbooks

10:17 PM
10:14 PM

kelleemoye

10:08 PM

kelleemoye

10:08 PM

donalynbooks

10:08 PM @kelleemoye Are you archiving the chat somewhere? #rwworkshop

bookyarncafe
donalynbooks
ddigiova

kelleemoye
kelleemoye
lerickso
ddigiova

lerickso
mkienstra
kelleemoye
Anastasiawords
Anastasiawords
mardieteach
kelleemoye

@kelleemoye Thanks everyone for #rwworkshop chat & ideas! Excited to
10:07 PM revise and rethink (and also re-read @donalynbooks, The Bk Whisperer).
#rwworkshop Working on some new conferring forms that look at lifelong
10:07 PM reading behaviors. Always evolving and tweaking.
10:05 PM @lerickso Hi! #rwworkshop
Okay guys- I'm out (sleepy time), but it was so much fun!! I love learning!
10:04 PM Next chat 6/1 at 9PM EDT :) See you all then! #rwworkshop
10:03 PM @lerickso The more the merrier! #rwworkshop
Sorry for jumping in on your chat but it looks great! Hope you don't mind!
10:03 PM #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: @Anastasiawords Me too. But thank goodness for Twitter!
10:02 PM #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye @donalynbooks I too am waiting for just the right thing and
10:01 PM Intelliscanner wasn't it. I bought one and returned it. #rwworkshop
intelliscanner? is there an app that would do that or maybe using a QR
10:00 PM code? I hope to explore that this summer. #rwworkshop
10:00 PM @Anastasiawords Me too. But thank goodness for Twitter! #rwworkshop
9:59 PM #rwworkshop wish I had some1 to work w/ in my school
RT @mardieteach: @donalynbooks What kinds of information would go in
9:56 PM your reading conference notes? #rwworkshop
@donalynbooks Like the avery sticker idea. I've tried using a notebook, a
9:56 PM binder . . . yuck. #rwworkshop
@thereadingzone @donalynbooks Me too. Would like it to take inventory
9:55 PM and easy for check out. #rwworkshop

donalynbooks

@kelleemoye @donalynbooks I am still looking for the best
9:54 PM scanner/software system for my classroom library. No luck yet #rwworkshop
@mardieteach Depends on conference focus. #rwworkshop Might be
9:53 PM comprehension, reading habits, etc.

kelleemoye

@donalynbooks Intelliscanner doesn't have everything I want in a scanner....
9:51 PM I've decided to wait for the perfect one to spend $ #rwworkshop

thereadingzone

kelleemoye
kelleemoye
donalynbooks
mkienstra
Anastasiawords
mardieteach
ddigiova
bookyarncafe
mardieteach
donalynbooks
mkienstra
kelleemoye
ddigiova
mkienstra

bookyarncafe
donalynbooks

@Anastasiawords It is originally for students to use for class, but would work
9:51 PM for conferencing too. #rwworkshop
@Anastasiawords Microsoft one note is a program that is set up like a
9:51 PM notebook. #rwworkshop
May move to an Intelliscanner for book accounting and checkout next year.
9:50 PM #rwworkshop
9:50 PM @thereadingzone thanks - I'll check that. #rwworkshop
9:50 PM #rwworkshop love blogging w/ students. What's Microsoft One?
@donalynbooks What kinds of information would go in your reading
9:50 PM conference notes? #rwworkshop
@donalynbooks Will you share with me again how you do your book
9:49 PM checkout? #rwworkshop
9:48 PM oops, here's the link http://conferapp.com/ #rwworkshop
@ddigiova I have always struggled with the note-taking during conferences.
9:48 PM Changes the pace/feel of the conf. #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Numbered garage sale sticker matches book bin number.
9:48 PM #rwworkshop
@colbysharp 4th grader creating a wiki? very cool - talking about authentic!
9:47 PM #rwworkshop
@mkienstra I LOVE Microsoft OneNote!!! I used it for all of my college notes.
9:47 PM #rwworkshop
@mkienstra I've done some work with teachers using #rwworkshop, and I
9:47 PM loved it. Can't imagine teaching any other way.
@donalynbooks how does #livescribe work? I am using Microsoft onenote 9:46 PM easy and efficient #rwworkshop
@donalynbooks Can't afford LiveScribe, but just found out about
9:45 PM thishttp://conferapp.com/ Going to try after state testing. #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop Can print Avery labels w/ students' names. Jot conference
9:45 PM notes on label and stick inside student records.

ddigiova

9:44 PM

colbysharp

9:44 PM

mkienstra

9:44 PM

kelleemoye

9:44 PM

kelleemoye

9:43 PM

bookyarncafe

9:43 PM

donalynbooks

9:43 PM

The part of #rwworkshop that scares me in middle school is monitoring
progress of so many different readers. Even with a live scribe pen!
#rwworkshop one of my fourth graders just made a wiki for reading
everythingreading.wikispacs.com . I was very proud.
@ddigiova you will love #rwworkshop -changes everything! I'm teaching 4/5
gifted -loving it.
For conferences, I am going to use Microsoft One Note to take notes.
#rwworkshop
Class wiki or student blogs are great ideas! Will have to find out what my
district approves. #rwworkshop
@donalynbooks Our whole school (science, math, LA/SS) is all comp bks.
Why we're thinking multi-section. #rwworkshop
#rwworkshop Starting using Livescribe pen and notebook for conferences
this year. Love it.

mardieteach
thereadingzone

@bookyarncafe @mkienstra I have stdnts do 'book talks' on our clss wiki in a
9:41 PM disc format. Stdnts enjoy responding to 1 another #rwworkshop
@mkienstra For blogging, Kidblog is for under 13, I think. Or you could have
9:41 PM a private wiki. #rwworkshop

kelleemoye

District-wide supply list. No additions or substitutions. We use a spiral for
9:41 PM reader's notebook, composition bk. for writing. #rwworkshop
@thereadingzone - can kids under 13 use those? I'll look at your ideas 9:40 PM sounds good. #rwworkshop
RT @mkienstra: @thereadingzone @bookyarncafe any suggestions for an
alternative to goodreads for 4th/5th graders? using excel- but boring
9:39 PM #rwworkshop
We do a lot of the reading and almost all of our writing in class. I confer with
9:39 PM students during writing time. #rwworkshop
9:39 PM @mkienstra Student wiki pages might work as well. #rwworkshop
RT @mkienstra: any suggestions for an alternative to goodreads for 4th/5th
9:38 PM graders? using excel- but boring #rwworkshop

thereadingzone
mardieteach

@mkienstra shelfari? I think Scholastic has a social networking site for bks
9:38 PM now, too. Blogs-kids could update w/ cover pics? #rwworkshop
9:37 PM Here are the revisions. http://tinyurl.com/3heghj4 #rwworkshop

kelleemoye

9:37 PM @ddigiova I'm middle :) Would love to work together. #rwworkshop

donalynbooks
mkienstra

ddigiova
mardieteach
bookyarncafe

mkienstra

bookyarncafe
ddigiova

@thereadingzone @bookyarncafe any suggestions for an alternative to
9:36 PM goodreads for 4th/5th graders? using excel- but boring #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye @thereadingzone @donalynbooks Mult. comp books r
challenging 4 students 2 track. Trying 3-section comp bk next yr
9:36 PM #rwworkshop.
@kelleemoye I would love that! Hoping for 6th grade, but maybe
9:36 PM elementary #rwworkshop

kelleemoye

@kelleemoye This is what I used this year for reader's notebooks.
9:35 PM http://tinyurl.com/4hrjlqu See revisions in another post #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: I'm still iffy about what students write in reader's
9:35 PM notebook, how often, etc. #rwworkshop
@ddigiova You can start out with me and we can collaborate if you go back.
9:35 PM What level? #rwworkshop

colbysharp

#rwworkshop Curious as to how teachers organize and manage monitoring
9:34 PM notes with reading conferences (my first twitter chat, very cool).

ddigiova

Thinking about going back into the classroom just to try out #rwworkshop.
9:34 PM I'm an instructional coach now and struggling with the decision.

mardieteach
colbysharp

mardieteach

donalynbooks
kelleemoye
bookyarncafe

donalynbooks
kelleemoye
bookyarncafe
ddigiova
mardieteach

thereadingzone
kelleemoye
cb6luvs2read

@ddigiova Genres I've used (not every year the same) Memoir, op-ed,
9:33 PM persuasive essay, magazine article, poetry, uh thinking #rwworkshop
@colbysharp Students read books at their level, no matter what it is. Support
9:32 PM and guide them toward more challenging texts. #rwworkshop
I'm still iffy about what students write in reader's notebook, how often, etc.
9:32 PM #rwworkshop
@thereadingzone Thanks! I like that you change it up -- keep it interesting : )
9:31 PM #rwworkshop
@bookyarncafe @thereadingzone @kelleemoye Reader's notebook,
9:30 PM conferences, using ind. books as part of instruction #rwworkshop
BTW @donalynbooks my principal bought copies of your book for the ELA
9:30 PM department!! #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye @thereadingzone GR not an option for us either at this point.
9:30 PM #rwworkshop
9:30 PM @mardieteach Which genres do you use? #rwworkshop
I always think of #rwworkshop as: students at different places in their writing
9:29 PM all the time. I like due dates. #rwworkshop
1st marking period- @kelly2go's one-pager 2nd MP -letter essay 3rd MP9:29 PM Penny Kittle's craft analysis 4th MP-pecha kucha fav bk #rwworkshop
@ddigiova I haven't started yet. I am going to use ideas from
9:29 PM @donalynbooks The Book Whisperer #rwworkshop
I got started b/c I became a part of a mentoring grp #rwworkshop mentor
9:29 PM suggested it

colbysharp

9:29 PM

ddigiova

9:29 PM

kelleemoye

9:29 PM

thereadingzone

9:28 PM

thereadingzone

9:28 PM

kelleemoye
mardieteach
kelleemoye

Love @donalynbooks reading notebook and 40 book challenge. How does
book chal. work with strug readers reading small bks (small #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye Can you please tell me more about your reader's notebooks?
#rwworkshop
@thereadingzone My district won't let me use GRs with students :( I hope
they change their mind sometime. #rwworkshop
In 6th grade, I had them write letter essays and loved that. This year, I did
something diff each marking period. #rwworkshop
@bookyarncafe My kids are on Goodreads. I can keep track of what they are
reading all the time. #rwworkshop

@bookyarncafe @thereadingzone @kelleemoye Still trying to figure out the
9:28 PM reader's notebook though. @donalynbooks is helping me. #rwworkshop
Reading in the genre (e.g., memoir). Mini-lessons and modeling to study
9:28 PM features of genre. Then writing in the genre #rwworkshop
@bookyarncafe @thereadingzone @kelleemoye @donalynbooks I am going
9:27 PM to switch to a reader's notebook next year. #rwworkshop

bookyarncafe

@thereadingzone @kelleemoye @donalynbooks We're trying to figure out
9:27 PM "accountablity" for bks read w/o r. logs. What do you do? #rwworkshop

kelleemoye

@bookyarncafe I'm worried about that for next year- I will probably be
9:27 PM teaching intensive reading & will HAVE to use a program 2 #rwworkshop

thereadingzone

I'd love to talk to any other HS teachers using workshop. There don't seem to
9:27 PM be a lot of resources out there above middle schl #rwworkshop

thereadingzone
bookyarncafe
ddigiova

@kelleemoye Lots of ind. reading (@donalynbooks 40 bk challenge) and ind
9:25 PM writing. I don't do as much in schl reading as I'd like #rwworkshop
9:24 PM @mardieteach What do your genre studies look like? #rwworkshop
9:22 PM Sorry I'm late to #rwworkshop!

mardieteach

9:20 PM

bookyarncafe

9:18 PM

kelleemoye

9:17 PM

bookyarncafe

9:16 PM

kelleemoye

9:16 PM

bookyarncafe

9:15 PM

thereadingzone

9:14 PM

thereadingzone

9:13 PM

kelleemoye
thereadingzone

9:12 PM
9:11 PM

bookyarncafe

9:10 PM

kelleemoye
cb6luvs2read

9:05 PM
9:04 PM

kelleemoye
cb6luvs2read

9:01 PM
9:01 PM

kelleemoye

9:00 PM

cb6luvs2read

9:00 PM

Hi all! I do a partial workshop. Lots of free choice reading and some free
choice writing. Still do genre studies in writing #rwworkshop
Still struggling to balance choice & excitement with "skill work" for struggling
students. #rwworkshop
@thereadingzone What aspects do you use now and what do you plan on
introducing next year? #rwworkshop
My favorite part so far has been choice books and watching creativity
w/writing, #rwworkshop
I love that districts are realizing the benefit of rwworkshop and adopting.
#rwworkshop
7th grade inclusion program, 2nd year, 2nd co-teacher. District poss.
adopting semi-full model next year. #rwworkshop
I plan to slowly bring in more workshop over the course of the next yr. :)
#rwworkshop
I used r/w workshop for almost 5 years in 6th grade. Using parts of it in high
school now. I team-teach and it's my 1st yr... #rwworkshop
Welcome @bookyarncafe and @thereadingzone!! Tell me about your
workshop experiences. #rwworkshop
Popping in to #rwworkshop
Hi #rwworkshop tweeps! Just getting set up with tweetchat at library. Will
join you all shortly.
@cb6luvs2read How did you get started? How have you progressed over
the years? #rwworkshop
Only 4 years. 6th grade all 4 years #rwworkshop
@cb6luvs2read How long have you been doing reading workshop?
#rwworkshop
Kids r excited about books n readin!! #rwworkshop
And any advice to us newbies that want to start using or get better at it?
#rwworkshop
Rdng workshop is the best thing that's happened 4 me as a teacher n my
students #rwworkshop

kelleemoye
donalynbooks
kelleemoye
kelleemoye
cb6luvs2read
cb6luvs2read
kelleemoye

bookyarncafe

Why don't we start with sharing how reading or writing workshop is working
9:00 PM in your classroom. #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: 5 minutes until reading/writing workshop chat! Hope you
9:00 PM can join me :) #rwworkshop
I'm excited about learning more about reading workshop from all my PLN
8:56 PM friends who are experts. #rwworkshop
5 minutes until reading/writing workshop chat! Hope you can join me :)
8:55 PM #rwworkshop
RT @kelleemoye: Reading/Writing Workshop Chat tonight!!! 9PM EDT
7:36 PM #rwworkshop
Will do what I can from a non #fancyphone. Ended up with calendar conflict
7:36 PM :/ #rwworkshop
7:25 PM Reading/Writing Workshop Chat tonight!!! 9PM EDT #rwworkshop
@kelleemoye @katsok @mhutcheson @yaloveblog @donalynbooks
@cb6luvs2read @mindi_r @Cathy_Blackler @RdngTeach Is there
7:21 PM #rwworkshop chat 2nite?

